AGILITY – Dynamic Full Body Locomotion and Manipulation with Autonomous Legged Robots
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Abstract—This paper presents the vision of the recently launched project AGILITY that aims to join forces across Europe to bring robots with legs and arms into highly unstructured outdoor environment such as a disaster area. Building upon state of the art torque controllable quadrupedal robots, we jointly investigate environment perception, motion planning, and whole body control strategies that enable rough terrain locomotion and manipulation. The developed machines will be able to autonomously navigate through challenging ground by optimally adapting the contact forces to the ground (e.g., propping feet against an obstacle), by using whole body motions to extend their standard workspace (e.g., twisting the body to reach), or by dynamic maneuvers (e.g., jumping or leaping). The proposed methods will be evaluated in a rescue scenario using (future versions of) our torque controllable quadrupedal robots HyQ and StarLET

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent natural and human made disasters (e.g., Fukushima 2011) have tragically shown that the current robot technology provides only minimal support when it comes to operation in unstructured and challenging disaster-like environment. It turns out that, despite the extensive technological tools and machines we have at hand, simple navigation in unknown and rough terrain is barely achievable with available solutions.

Motivated by these deficiencies, different large scale projects have been initiated to support research and robotics development for such scenarios. The obvious and most advanced solution is to use (small scale) flying robots to quickly assess the situation in a disaster area. This has the advantage that the robots are not in contact with the environment and can hence traverse nearly arbitrary terrain. However, flying vehicles need large air space (in comparison to their body size) which prevents them from working in very cluttered environment. Furthermore, small flying robots have very limited payload capabilities, which makes it impossible to carry large sensor equipment or to manipulate the environment. Moreover, recent experiments with flying and crawling robots in a church of the earthquake-hit Mirandola (Italy, NIFTi European project) have shown that aerial vehicles can send a lot of dust into the air that limits visibility. These problems can be overcome by using ground vehicles. The currently most elaborated ones use tracks and flippers to cope with highly unstructured terrain. While having large advantages due to a rather simple maneuverability, such systems lack in mobility when it comes to ground that requires climbing or discrete contact point selection. As a solution for this locomotion challenge, the robotics community attributes great potential to legged robots for ground operation in unstructured and challenging terrain. There are quite a number of past and ongoing projects in the field of rescue robotics. One of the better known and funded projects is the recently launched DARPA Robotics Challenge (DRC), which supports different teams with humanoid robots that are supposed to work semi-autonomously in a post-disaster environment.

In AGILITY, we target a similar scenario but use quadrupedal robots, which we endow with (simple) manipulation capabilities. We focus on fundamental solutions to research questions that arise with the underlying dynamic full body locomotion and manipulation.

II. PROJECT OUTLINE

Providing successful robotic solutions for a search and rescue scenario requires to combine progress in:

- **hardware development** of robust and versatile platforms that are suited for operation in rough environment,
- **behavior planning and control** to quickly and safely navigate the machines across challenging terrain,
- **manipulation and grasping** to act on the environment and to support the body for special maneuvers,
- **state estimation, visual tracking, and mapping** to precisely localize and map the robot and its environment.

In AGILITY we jointly address these engineering and research challenges with experts in all domains. We deploy autonomous quadrupedal robots equipped with sophisticated sensors and manipulators. These force controllable multilegged systems have the large advantage that they can interact with the environment through multiple and continuously changing contact points. Like humans that tend to use their hands when it comes to traversing challenging ground, the additional contact with the environment allows to augment the locomotion capabilities. It improves stability, enlarges the...
Fig. 1. Being able to perform dynamic full body manipulation on legged robots will greatly improve the versatility and reach of today’s systems.

range of operation, and provides a solid stance if required for (heavy-duty) manipulation.

Using novel whole body control techniques, the powerful and torque controllable legged platforms are supposed to traverse rough terrain by optimally exploiting the multi-contact situation (e.g., propping feet against an obstacle), to extend their workspace (e.g., twisting the body to reach), and to perform dynamic maneuvers (e.g., jumping or leaping). During locomotion, simultaneously they can use their arms and hands to actively manipulate the (unknown) environment such as opening a door or operating a switch (Fig. 1). Locomotion and manipulation will be tackled as a combined problem using floating base whole body kinematics and dynamics. This allows for simultaneous and coordinated execution of locomotion and manipulation tasks which enables a performance that cannot be achieved with wheeled or tracked vehicles.

Search and rescue robots have to deal with a highly unstructured and a priori unknown environment. To enable autonomous locomotion, the quadrupedal robots combine sensor information from stereo cameras, laser sensors, IMU, joint encoders, and, very importantly, joint torque and contact force sensors to get precise estimation about the robot’s state as well as a map of its environment. For manipulation, we envision to enhance the precision by actively tracking objects and endeffectors as well as to increase the versatility by reactive control algorithms based on contact force measurements.

III. PROJECT PARTNERS

The AGILITY project has been launched in July 2013 as a research collaboration between four research labs at ETH Zurich, IIT Genova, and MPI Tübingen. These four labs bring together a unique body of knowledge and expertise relevant to the presented goals.

A. ETH-ADRL

The Agile & Dexterous Robotics Labs (ETH-ADRL) research activities focus on understanding the control of dexterous, dynamic and precise motions of robots and humans in unstructured environments. This understanding provides the "intelligence" for future versatile, agile and dexterous service robots. ADRL has extensive expertise on whole-body model-based control of walking robots [7, 8, 9], impedance, force and torque control on multi-DOF robots [10, 11], applied machine learning [10, 12, 13, 14] and adaptive control applied to locomotion [15], manipulation [16] and modeling of human motor control [17]. ETH-ADRL will furthermore provide its expertise on low-level torque control and software development as well as machine learning techniques.

B. ETH-ASL

The Autonomous Systems Lab (ETH-ASL) is internationally renowned in the field of design, control, and navigation of autonomous robots operating in different types of environments. The ASL has a strong expertise in (visual) localization and mapping for rough terrain navigation [e.g. 18] that recently culminated in a SLAM sensor for precise localization and mapping in a disaster like environment [19]. In addition to this, ASL performs research on the design [20] and whole-body control [e.g. 21, 22] of torque controllable legged robots.

C. IIT-ADVR

The Department of Advanced Robotics (IIT-ADVR) is active in a wide range of robotic research with a focus on legged robots. It has excellent skills in the design of articulated robots such as iCub, COMAN/C-cub robot or the hydraulically actuated quadruped robot HyQ [23]. The engineering and research expertise at ADVR includes light-weight mechanical construction, force/torque sensor and electronics development, as well as hydraulic actuation. Furthermore, the department has extensive knowledge in high-bandwidth torque control with hydraulic and electric actuators [24, 25], floating-base rigid body dynamics [26], impedance control [27], design of real-time control software for complex robotic systems [28] and experience in indoor and outdoor experiments of various walking, jumping and running robots [e.g. 26, 29, 30].

D. MPI-IS AMD

The Autonomous Motion Department at the Max-Planck-Institute for Intelligent Systems (MPI-IS AMD) is pursuing research on the principles of perception, action and learning in autonomous systems that successfully interact with complex environments. It has substantial expertise in machine learning applied to robotic manipulation and grasping [31, 32] as well as to legged locomotion [9]. Furthermore, the research expertise includes nonlinear torque control of complex robots [33] and vision-based robotic grasp and manipulation planning [34, 35, 36, 37]. The department’s experience in real-time tactile and visual sensing has lead to the development of methods towards robust closed-loop grasp execution such as online movement adaptation [38] and visual servoing [39].
The AGILITY consortium can build upon several ground-breaking results in legged robot design, whole-body control, manipulation, and visual-perception.

Over the past five years, IIT-ADVR and ETH-ASL have developed the state of the art hydraulically and electrically actuated quadrupedal robots HyQ [23] (Fig. 2(a)) and StarlETH [20] (Fig. 2(b)). This new generation of precisely torque-controllable, robust, and compliant legged systems is ideally suited for interaction with rough and unknown terrain. Both systems are capable of different gaits such as static walking or fast and dynamic running [e.g. 21, 22, 26]. Furthermore, due to powerful joint actuation, they are suited to perform highly dynamic maneuvers such as jumping on or off an obstacle. They have sufficient payload capabilities for long autonomy and to carry sophisticated sensors. Within AGILITY, both quadrupedal robots will be equipped with a custom made sensor head that includes stereo cameras, laser sensor, and IMU. HyQ will be additionally extended with two hydraulic arms that allow to actively manipulate the environment as required to open doors or to move stones out of the way.

To control the robots, the AGILITY consortium can count on expert skills in whole-body control of legged platforms. MPI-IS has published several ground-breaking research results on inverse dynamics techniques that allow to generate sophisticated behaviors with complex robotic systems [33]. ETH-ASL presented (hierarchical) optimization strategies that were applied on StarlETH to achieve dynamic locomotion [21, 22] as well as to statically walk in rough terrain while optimizing the contact force distribution [40]. ETH-ADRL has demonstrated how to use inverse dynamics techniques to generate a compliant behavior that enhances the climbing capabilities as well as robustness against unperceived obstacles [7]. IIT-ADVR has presented a reactive locomotion controller framework based on inverse dynamics techniques that resulted in very stable rough terrain trotting and balancing with HyQ both on a treadmill and outdoors [25].

In terms of manipulation, MPI-IS has shown how machine learning can enable compliant and reliable grasping maneuvers [31, 36] and how vision-based tracking of objects as well as the endeffector position can increase precision [39, 41]. Furthermore, MPI-IS studied how different sensor modalities can be exploited or fused for increasing the robustness of grasping [37, 38, 42]. This research has been evaluated on different manipulation platforms. At MPI-IS, the dual-arm robot Apollo as depicted in Fig. 2(c) is available for conducting further research on manipulation and grasping in dynamic and cluttered environments.

All outlined control strategies rely on precise state estimation about where the robot is and how the local terrain looks like. By fusing kinematic information with IMU measurements (acceleration and rotation rate), we could show that the robot can reliably estimate its current state [43] and also precisely detect slippage at the ground contact points [44]. Additionally, the combination of visual and IMU measurements [18, 19] allows to robustly determine the egomotion of the robot and to continuously build up a point cloud of the environment. In AGILITY, these two features are combined.

On the perception side, mechanical image stabilization with an active head and preliminary results on terrain mapping with stereo cameras have been obtained. Furthermore, two vision-enhanced locomotion behavior on HyQ have recently been published [30, 45].

V. Conclusion

The goal of AGILITY is to foster research on dynamic full body locomotion and manipulation with autonomous quadrupedal robots by joining forces across Europe in a targeted research collaboration between four groups at ETH, MPI, and IIT. While the project focuses on fundamental research questions, the consortium aims at developing for and applying these techniques to search and rescue scenarios. AGILITY serves as a catalyst for advanced legged platform design, whole body control techniques, manipulation and grasping in unknown and cluttered environments, as well as state estimation, mapping, and visual tracking. In contrast to challenge oriented programs (e.g. DRC), our efforts aim at solving fundamental research questions and providing a foundation for a wide spread application of legged mobile manipulation for service robotics at large. This ranges from a common hard- and software framework to the same control concepts that are (partially already) used by all project partners.